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April 2, 1996
BEDDING SCIENTISTS CONVERGE AT UM 
MISSOULA --
Competition will be keen Monday, April 15, when 400 to 500 high school, junior high and 
sixth-grade students from all over Montana gather at The University ot Montana—Missoula for the 
41st annual Montana Science Fair.
Armed with posters, displays and scientific paraphernalia, these students will take over the 
Harry Adams Field House and stand prepared to talk knowledgeably about things most people 
haven't thought much about lately, like dog saliva, bread poisoning, nose prints, brain boosters, 
circadian rhythms and sexism in agriculture -- to name a few from Science Fair 1995.
The public is invited to look in on this science savvy from 6:30 to 9 p.m. April 15 and 
from 8 to 11 a.m. April 16.
Up to 130 judges, mostly UM faculty and staff, will judge the exhibits during the afternoon 
of April 15. Vying for almost 80 awards -- from ribbons, plaques and certificates to books and 
cash — entrants will learn how their exhibits fared against those from schools with winning 
programs like Cascade. Sunburst, North Toole and Browning high schools.
In the recent Montana North Central Science Fair in Great Falls. Sunburst, North Toole 
and Cascade pulled off a virtual shutout. Since 1985, Browning has taken many gold and grand 
awards at the state fair and has had nine finalists at the International Science and Engineering Fair.
Creighton Steiner, science department chair and research director at Browning Senior High
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School since 1983, is proud of his students' successes.
"These are Indian kids competing in a white world and winning," he said.
Ninety-six percent of Steiner's students are American Indians. Of the 200 students whose 
research he's directed, 55 have gone on to higher degrees in science, including master’s and 
doctoral degrees.
"Clearly I believe that secondary school science should be presented as an aspect of the 
humanities and regarded as a very special human endeavor," he said. Students "should be shown 
how this concept can preserve their traditionalism and aid in propagating their cultural beliefs 
without taking away any self-respect.
Fair entrants compete in three levels: division I for high school, division II for junior high 
and a separate level for sixth grade. Division I exhibits fall into 13 categories, which include 
standard ones like biochemistry, physics and botany as well as medicine and health, environmental 
studies, and earth and space sciences. Two- to three-person teams may also compete in all 
categories. Division II and sixth-graders compete in physical and biological sciences.
The Montana Science Fair is sponsored by The University of Montana with support from 
the Excellence Fund and the Missoula Exchange Club. It was founded in 1955 by Reuben 
Diettert, professor emeritus of botany, who directed the fair for 18 years. More than 12,000 
students from Montana junior and senior high schools have competed in the fair since it was 
established.
m
Contacts: Liane Kerting-Vick, UM computer science department, (406) 243-2866; Creighton 
Steiner, (406) 338-2745 at work or (406) 226-9268 at home.
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